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Africa – IDENTITY  
in DIVERSITY

The Opportunity and the Challenge

By Sanjay Dharwadker, WCC Smart Search & Match
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akin to the separation of powers in modern nation-states, is more 
likely to lead to a strong and sustained national identity system. 

A second challenge is the need for a comprehensive view of 
what constitutes “legal identity” or citizenship. This is a function 
of locations and dates, not just of legislation and registration. 
Changes in national boundaries (e.g. decolonization, break-up, 
and reunification of states) have a direct bearing on the identi-

ties of the inhabitants. In recent years, scholars have put together 
valuable information, interpretations and views on citizenship for 
almost every country in the world, and such knowledge can help 
strengthen national identity systems. 

Civil Registration and Vital Statistics (CRVS) are an integral 
part of any identity meta-system. A comprehensive system should 
include inputs and outputs like the census count, a population 
model, demographics, health indicators, register of legal status 
(married, widowed, divorced, adopted, etc.) and most importantly, 
a traceable and durable record of births and deaths. Such a system 
can offer information of great value: verifiable statistics on popula-
tion coverage and births, and more specifically their registration 
and certification. Although often taken for granted in developed 
countries, these are absent or still nascent in many developing 
countries. This absence not only hinders economic development, 
but also underlies global security concerns, thus triggering an 
urgency to address them. 

The griot of West African tradition is a living archive; 
an oral historian and troubadour who has the births 
and deaths of generations memorized. Even today we 
can still witness the ritual of reciting the names of 
generations of ancestors. And yet, Africa has abysmal 
birth registration rates: 32 % on average, with some 
countries coming in as low as 3 %. This means that 
every year over 15 million children are born in Africa 
with no birth records.

 Just four examples serve to demonstrate the immense diversity 
of the African identity situation: 

1. A country that records identities on millions of manually 
typed index cards with different colors for different races. 

2. A country in which over 16,000 local offices issue ID cards, 
each with a different format and content, decorated with 
pictures of local flowers and animals. 

3. A country with an unsustainable currency and decades of 
single-person rule that despite all maintains immaculate 
birth and civil registration records. 

4. A country with an ID system that is the envy of many 
advanced nations: multiple biometrics, secure polycarbonate 
contactless chip cards, web and mobile citizen services. 

In part, this diversity stems from the differences in colonial 
administrative practices. Some states kept meticulous race records 
in line with national boundaries, while others used a less compre-
hensive approach. This caused many to struggle with nationality 
issues, resulting in violence and often even genocide. 

Now, spurred on by UN Strategic Development Goal 16.9 – 
legal identity for all with birth registration by 2030 – there is a 
renewed call to better estimate populations, record births and 
deaths, and keep sufficient evidence of the identities of the living. 

But Africa faces more unknowns and challenges than ever. In 
the last two decades, many approaches have been tried – both 
big-bang and phased, hi-tech and lo-tech – often with limited or 
temporary success. This casts grave doubts on the sustainability of 
identity programs in Africa. So why do they keep failing, and how 
can we minimize risks in the future? 

The Challenges 

Some key factors in the failure of African identity programs are 
outside the scope of technology, such as the absence of a statu-
tory framework and a lack of resources. While much remains to be 
done, more and more African countries have laws enacted around 
legal identity. Besides, the success of programs like Aadhaar in 
India shows that a legal framework need not be a prerequisite: it 
can evolve as and when the identity programs do. As for resources, 
the aforementioned UN SDG will likely boost funding for identity 
programs. However, this funding is expected to be in the form of 
interest-bearing loans, and conditional on demonstrable likelihood 
of sustainability. Thus, the decision-making around such programs 
will be increasingly businesslike and linked to economic viability. 
It is vital that this does not cause us to lose sight of developmental 
goals such as health, education, welfare, gender equality, financial 
inclusion, social security, and specific to Africa, establishment of 
lasting and fair democracy. 

Technologically, the first and most critical challenge is that 
newer systems must factor in existing ones, which evolved for 
various purposes such as health, welfare, or electoral rolls. The 
prevailing view is that countries will continue to have multiple 
functional programs, but these could be supported by a foun-
dational identity program, as in India’s Aadhaar program. This 
would serve two important purposes. First, separating the ques-
tions of identification and eligibility, and second, aligning these 
with the respective administrative entities. Such an approach, 

Technologically, the first and most critical challenge  

is that newer systems must factor in existing ones,  

which evolved for various purposes such as health,  

welfare, or electoral rolls.

We play this tune for you, Hammadi son of Amadu 
Mannga and Sammbo Mannga and Saalu Mannga  

and Booyi Mannga and Amnatu Mannga and  
Kumboldi Mannga and Jeyneba Mannga ...

— Hassan Sango, griot, Burkina Faso — 

AFRICA – IDENTITY IN DIVERSITY 
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In recent years, information technology has played both ways 
in Africa – facilitating citizenship records for millions of indi-
viduals on the one hand, yet on the other, enabling citizenship 
records to be skewed in a way that human lives are jeopardized at 
the click of a mouse. This double-edged sword has been the topic 
of much discussion and research, all of which is obviously taken 
into consideration when funding decisions are made. Elections in 
Africa cost nearly four times the world average, and at the same 
time, are neither significantly more fair, nor less prone to manipu-
lation. This could affect funding both in the short and long term. 

Does this mean that there is no faith or confidence in infor-
mation technology for identity programs? Not necessarily, but 
there are hard questions that the industry needs to answer, and 
in some ways be accountable for. Some important ones are: how 
are massive stand-alone systems like biometrics and CRVS to be 
brought together? How can we synchronize foundational and func-
tional identity systems and at the same time ensure their essential 
separation? What happens when biometric elements of an iden-
tity meet non-biometric elements, which is a plausible scenario 
under existing and emerging data privacy laws? But perhaps more 
important than anything else: how do we ensure the continuity 
and permanence of identity records? After all, frequent obsoles-
cence, need for upgrades, and loss of legacy data are commonplace 
in current IT implementations for identity systems, especially in 
many electoral systems in Africa. 

The Opportunities 

Search and match technology can address many of the critical 
challenges Africa faces in the context of national identity. A leading 
solution is WCC’s Identity platform powered by ELISE. This offers 
versatile biographic matching, as well as combining biographic with 
biometric and contextual data, leveraging the latest fusion tech-
niques. 

Given the challenge of navigating multiple functional iden-
tity programs, a federated search component is essential. ELISE 
enables easy searching and matching across remote, distributed, 
and disparate databases. Multiple interfaces can be built to ensure 
both the flow of information wherever required, and the separation 
of data that might be dictated by overriding privacy concerns. In 
other words, WCC can help protect individual freedom and data 
security, while supporting the smooth functioning of government 
institutions. WCC’s Identity Platform can be implemented as part 

of existing or upcoming identity programs, but then be used in a 
broad national capability for identity resolution, linking, and other 
identity search needs. ELISE has already been implemented in, or 
has developed architectures for various functional systems, such as 
welfare, pensions, and social security.

Identity systems inevitably deal with extremely large lists 
and databases. ELISE can search these rapidly and is unfazed by 
spelling, phonetic, semantic, and other variations. Thanks to its 
award-winning multi-cultural name matching capability, it can do 
so even across different script systems. WCC’s Identity Platform 
goes beyond binary match/no-match outcomes to multiple possible 
matches ranked by relevance, a feature that can help empower 
individuals and even result in saving lives. A powerful Adjudication 
module helps eliminate ambiguities and duplicates through manual, 
as well as programmed capabilities, while well-integrated rules 
engines bridge foundational identity systems with functional ones. 
Its feature Insight can be customized for interfacing with CRVS, 
providing policy-makers and administrators with appropriate over-
views.

With the increasingly widespread deployment of biometrics 
and secure identity documents, the areas of high risk have moved 
to enrolment and registration, and ELISE is especially geared to 
combat fraud in these areas. As a final note of interest, identity 
systems in Africa are expected to ride the success of the mobile 
telephony networks that have far outstripped any other means of 
reaching individuals in remote corners of the continent. This too is 
a mode comfortably supported by the Identity Platform. 

Let’s look back at the four examples of the diversity of African 
identity systems. WCC takes on the challenges at either end of the 
scale. In advanced and modern systems, our solutions help optimize 
operational efficiency through meaningful, transparent, and fast 
matching. But even confronted with a system comprising 16,000 
disparate databases, WCC is up to the challenge. The next time 
someone steps forward to remember the names of seven generations 
of ancestors, let’s be ready. Serving citizens through smart national 
identity services is a decisive step towards a better tomorrow. 

Given the challenge of navigating multiple  

functional identity programs, a federated search  

component is essential.
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ENABLING MOBILE ID TRENDS

Enabling  
MOBILE ID Trends

By Adam Ross and Benjamin Drisch, cryptovision

eID Documents have a high security level and are under full control of the 
government, however realizing practical real world use of these documents is 

difficult and typically requires specialized hardware readers in a PC environment. 
The trend for mobility and BYOD is driving the need for different use cases that 
utilize the eID as a trust anchor – such as deriving credentials from the eID or 

tokenizing certain aspects of the document as a companion to the document. These 
strategies are limited in scope, and not as secure as the eID itself, offering the 

security of a software certificate, which can be copied or duplicated.

 Could mobile devices ever be used as a replacement for an eID? 
Using an embedded secure element, enhanced SIM, or secure 
micro SD card in a phone or tablet could provide a security equiva-
lent of a sovereign eID document, but how are these SE’s provi-
sioned? Who controls these aspects, the chip manufacturer, the 
device hardware manufacturer, the MNO, the application devel-
oper? Because there is no clear trend, the market is fragmented, 
creating a need for specialist solutions for each implementation.

National governments around the world are shifting their 
focus from traditional security printed documents to issuing 
highly secure electronic identity cards. Currently, the number 

of countries issuing smart eID cards exceeds the number of 
issuers of traditional paper documents by nearly 4 to 1. While 
the typical aim of these governments is to increase the security 
of the document with a chip, the inclusion of these chips also 
enables a number of diverse uses, for example digital signing or 
two-factor authentication. However, these use cases typically 
require specialized card readers and middleware software to be 
used in PC environments.

Just as there is an overwhelming increase in the number of eID 
cards being issued, there is perhaps an even larger growth in the 
number of mobile and tablet devices that are used by billions of 
people worldwide. The computing environment is no longer bound 
to wired workplaces or WiFi networks in homes. It now extends 
to everywhere mobile devices can travel and this convenience is 
driving a demand for extending the usage of eID documents to 
new mobile platforms. By making the use of an eID convenient on 
personal devices that citizens carry with them practically every-
where, governments hope to encourage the usage of these docu-
ments by the cardholders or commercial services. 

National governments around the world are shifting  

their focus from traditional security printed documents  

to issuing highly secure electronic identity cards.
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One such strategy for bridging the gap between using an eID 
and the need for mobility was adopted in Estonia, with the Mobil-
ID product. This service allows for an eID cardholder to use their 
mobile phone as an additional form of secure electronic ID to 
access government e-services, strong authentication to commer-
cial websites, and sign documents digitally without the need for 
a card reader. It is even possible to electronically vote on the 
Internet via the phone’s web browser. The Mobile-ID software 
process requires equipping the mobile phone with a specially 
enhanced SIM card, one with an additional secure element for 
storage of the digital certificates and key material from the citi-
zen’s eID card. 

This strategy of using the eID card as a trust anchor for repli-
cating the same identity on another device, is commonly referred 
to as derived credentials. These derived credentials, enable more 
efficient and effective authentication, while still ensuring the 
security and integrity of mobile device information access. The 
combination of assured digital identity security, with a new degree 
of convenience, is sure to drive many new use cases and poten-
tially reshape the way governments offer and deliver eGovernment 
services to their citizens.

One of the key concerns of using derived credentials on a 
mobile device, is how to effectively store the digital certificates 
and private keys that are derived from the eID. Since the use of 
derived credentials is relatively new, it is still very much of a “wild 
West” environment, where there is no simple answer. There are 
techniques that could involve using an embedded secure element, 
enhanced SIM, or secure micro SD card in a phone to provide 

a security equivalent of a sovereign eID document, but how are 
these secure elements provisioned? Who controls these aspects 
– The chip manufacturer, the device hardware manufacturer, the 
mobile network operator, the application developer, or perhaps 
the document issuer? Because there is no clear trend, the market 
has fragmented, creating a need for specialist solutions for each 
implementation.

It is clear that mobile phones will never completely replace 
eIDs, especially since they still need to function as an ID docu-
ment for visual inspection, so there is a real need for special solu-
tions that allow mobile application developers to bridge the gap 
between an eID and mobile device. Mobile application developers 
typically have no experience or understanding of the security 
features of an eID document; there are very few applications 
using them. However, eID experts like cryptovision can deliver 
a comfortable programming interface that allows application 
developers to interface with the documents programmatically 
in a simple and familiar fashion. This enables mobility trends 
that improve the convenience of using eIDs, while still preserving 
identity security. 

One of the key concerns of using derived credentials  

on a mobile device, is how to effectively store the digital  

certificates and private keys that are derived from the eID.
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By Rob Haslam, HID Global

Governments worldwide have a duty to protect the identity and personal data of their citizens and at 
the same time, citizens today expect easier, more convenient and more accessible services. As citizens’ 
experience with mobile technology increases, their expectations expand. Not surprisingly, governments 
have begun to view citizens as consumers — understanding the need to deliver services that can  
enhance life with an emphasis on convenience, efficiency and cost-savings. 

MOBILIZED AND READY: MOBILE IDS ARE HERE!

 While mobile phones and readers are increasingly present in 
commercial transactional environments such as renting cars, 
retail shopping and ticketing, large-scale mobile applications have 
been far more limited in Government ID programs — until now. 

Mobile IDs are Here!

Smartphones are literally everywhere. And their capabilities 
are increasing all the time, improving citizens’ experiences – 
and heightening expectations – in so many areas of their lives. 
In parallel, we are seeing new secure mobile ID technologies 
— including software – for chip-based credentials and mobile 
devices. For the first time, Governments have an unprecedented 
opportunity to provide citizens with the same conveniences found 
in the private sector while using mobile technology to leap-frog 
historical infrastructure and economic barriers to delivering 
secure ID programs. 

Governmental organizations worldwide are poised to reap the 
rewards of mobility (flexibility, real-time access to information, 
confident interaction with citizens) and multi-function ID, while 
reaching the required levels of security for confident mobile ID 
issuance and authentication. Initially, these innovations will be 

particularly helpful to government agencies out in the field, such 
as law enforcement.

So what is a Mobile ID?

A mobile ID is a government-issued identification credential that 
is provisioned securely on to a smartphone. This marks a new era 
in which citizens will be able to conveniently use their smartphone 
as their secure trusted ID.

What makes HID Global’s approach different is that it builds 
upon an existing ecosystem with the company’s proven Seos® 
credential technology at the heart of the solution. Seos is a cryp-
tographic infrastructure technology that has been developed to 
enable a mobile experience. 

It also enables mobile IDs to be securely provisioned onto 
smartphones and other mobile devices, turning smart devices into 
trusted credentials for accessing office buildings, hotel rooms and 
residences. For instance, HID Global’s Seos technology is embedded 
in Starwood Group’s Preferred Guest application. Today there are 
hundreds of thousands of hotel guests using the application to access 
their hotel room via a virtual key on their smartphone. HID Global is 
using this same proven platform in its HID goID™ solution.

MOBILIZED  
and READY: Mobile 
IDs are Here!
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Mobile IDs Simplify Lives, Making  
Identity Easy

HID goID makes it possible for governments to have a closer rela-
tionship with citizens – whether the citizen interaction is with law 
enforcement, motor vehicle agencies, educational institutions, or 
border patrol officials. For instance, mobile driver’s licenses will 
provide additional benefits and advantages to both governments 
and citizens above and beyond the physical driver’s license.

Citizens

Beyond the obvious advantage of convenience – not having to 
carry a physical driver’s license – a mobile driver’s license also 
allows citizens to protect critical information. For example, when 
a citizen goes to a liquor store or a bar they only need to provide 
their photo and an age indicator that they’re of the correct age 
– none of the other personal information loaded on a physical 
driver’s license needs to be shared.

Or today, we might use a national ID or driver’s license at 
the airport for in-country travel but carry our boarding pass on 
a phone or piece of paper. With mobile ID technology, the two 
converge – providing greater security, convenience and flexibility 
for both the citizen and the authenticating party. Rather than in 
wallets, IDs can now be securely stored on smartphones. 

Governments

For law enforcement officials, HID goID driver’s licenses allow 
police to engage with citizens from a distance for increased safety 
and security. HID goID is also quicker, and can provide police 
with access to more real-time information – such as criminal back-
ground, insurance information or motor vehicle violations – to create 
a more successful exchange of information between two parties.

For government agencies issuing physical driver’s licenses, 
mobile driver’s licenses will allow them to do their jobs better and 
easier. With mobile IDs, citizens can update their information 
remotely without coming into the central office thus combating 
the dreaded long lines. Mobile driver’s licenses also open the door 
to new revenue opportunities for the authorities, as most citizens 

are open to paying for a premium-level service option, while busi-
nesses will pay for increased efficiencies such as the ability to 
authenticate and read mobile driver’s licenses over the phone and 
new features, like one-time passwords and digital signing.

What Makes HID goID Different?

HID Global is the only company with proven technology to provi-
sion mobile IDs directly into citizens’ mobile phones. Unlike other 
solutions that rely on wireless cloud connectivity as the method 
to connect to a mobile ID, HID Global’s platform is always avail-
able, no matter the connectivity to the cloud. This is extremely 
important in the case of national and public security. This focus 
on convenience will ultimately drive widespread adoption.

The HID goID solution can securely verify, both online and 
offline. In fact, HID Global is the only company that provisions 
IDs directly onto smartphones for offline verification. Offline 
verification also enables interoperability between states and 
among different governing jurisdictions. A single downloadable  
application allows any authorizing party to verify a HID goID 
powered mobile ID as authentic, whether that application is used 
in the same state, or even country. For instance, imagine ending 
the use of fake IDs by under-age youth!

Nigerian Police Force

Smartphones have become a common part of life for citizens in 
most regions of the world, with government-issued mobile IDs 
being a natural extension of this mobile ecosystem.

A great example of this emerging trend is found in the Nige-
rian Police Force, which has embraced the latest innovations in 
mobility to improve the security and effectiveness of the govern-
ment’s vehicle registration program. 

Nigeria has a huge population of 170 million people (nearly 1/4 
of Africa) with an estimated 50-60 million vehicles on the road. 
The challenge is that driver and vehicle data is held in disparate 
databases and is not sufficient or readily available to the police out 
in the field.

To remedy the situation, the Nigerian Police adopted a mobile 
Biometric Central Motor Registry (BCMR) to provide real-time 

access to biometrical verifiable information, plus ongoing access 
to accident/crime data. The BCMR has the potential to be the most 
advanced vehicle registration program in the world. There are two 
related mobile ID projects underway.

In the first, citizens register their vehicles into a biometric 
central database and receive a biometric RFID credential based on 
the Seos technology. An officer, approaching a registered vehicle, 
can use the card’s advanced visual security for a confident visual 
check, plus access all credential, insurance and accident informa-
tion in real-time via a handheld reader. Three million cards will 
be deployed as part of this program beginning 2016, while at full 
deployment it is expected that there will be in excess of 10 million 
cards and 10,000 mobile readers distributed nationwide. 

With the latest advancements in mobile ID made by HID 
Global, the Nigerian Police is now readying for a second imple-
mentation to augment the card roll-out. This will take them the 
next step in migrating to full-scale mobile vehicle registration. 
HID Global, in conjunction with local partner Media Concepts, 
will facilitate the delivery of vehicle registration credentials to the 
smartphones of Nigerian citizens, using HID Global’s Seos-based 
HID goID mobile infrastructure. Compatibility between the card 
and mobile credential means that a single reader device can be 
used for verification. Ultimately, this could lead to smartphones 
being deployed as readers, as the project matures.

Both projects are integrated into the current vehicle registra-
tion, enrollment and issuance process, allowing Nigeria to get up 
and running quickly. In addition, issuance is immediate (once 
paperwork is processed) for citizens who are issued a mobile ID 
on their phone. Unlike paper or card based programs of the past, a 
citizen will only have to be present to enroll – and not come back to 
pick up their ID – reducing waiting time and enhancing the overall 
experience.

What’s next? Just Imagine

The smartphone has a new calling – to be our secure mobile ID 
for everything! In an age of global insecurity, the ID industry 
must assure governments and stakeholders that mobile IDs will 
empower citizens to enjoy convenience and simplicity, while deliv-
ering the security and privacy expected in a trusted government-
issued credential.

For government agencies and organizations, HID Global is able to 
provide credentials on mobile devices that: 

• Facilitate the delivery of citizen-centric services, building 
trust and convenience;

• Allows them to issue, revoke or change mobile IDs more 
efficiently, securely and quickly;

• Improves law enforcement interaction with citizens;
• Prevents counterfeiting through electronic authentication;
• Work across multiple platforms and operating systems; 
• Open the door to new revenue opportunities; and 
• Can be easily and securely verified, both online and offline

And for citizens, well just imagine…

• being able to conveniently renew or amend a driver’s  
license from a mobile device and not need to stand in line  
at a registration office;

• being able to provide proof of identity wherever one is 
without having to produce a physical document. Your 
identity is always with you in your mobile phone;

• not needing a voters card – permission to vote gets sent to a 
registered citizen’s mobile phone – simply tap your phone to 
identify yourself when you arrive at the polling station;

• going into a bar or nightclub where a citizen can just tap his/
her phone against a reader or mobile device to provide proof 
of age. No other information is revealed, protecting privacy 
and safety;

• being able to use a mobile phone to securely identify oneself, 
without the need to carry valuable documents, in order to 
open a bank account or secure a loan;

and so, so much more. 

MOBILIZED AND READY: MOBILE IDS ARE HERE!
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PROTECTING  
identities, accounts  

and sensitive  
DOCUMENTS

Fujitsu is combining its innovative biometric 
authentication technology, FUJITSU PalmSecure, 
with OpenLimit’s truedentity solution to protect 
identity and sensitive data during virtual or physical 
transactions such as online payment. The design of 
FUJITSU PalmSecure truedentity is based on a new 
electronic identity card (eID) technology. It meets 
even the stringent security guidelines such as those 
of German Federal Office for Information Security 
(BSI) and helps enterprises to anticipate new 
European Community regulations. 

 The FUJITSU PalmSecure truedentity solution stack comprises 
both user and server technology designed based on a new iden-
tity card technology according to BSI technical guidelines. A 
basic principle ensures that user authentication data – in this 
case, palm vein pattern and associated ID data – is only provided 
when requested by the service supplier and actively permitted by 
the user. On mutual approval to proceed, authentication data is 
transferred over secured communication channels for each and 
every transaction. Within this communication, the so-called 
‘Identity Provider’ – in this case using truedentity technology – is 
integrated as an additional service in a mediation role for mutual 
authentication.

The cost to organizations of cyber-fraud and hacking continue 
to rise, while customers and citizens alike are losing faith in online 
service providers, banks and even government departments to 
secure their transactions. As hackers become more and more 
sophisticated in their ability to steal data, transfer funds or cause 
targeted damage, so even the most complex passwords alone are 
not sufficient. Tackling this, trusted authentication in combination 
with biometric attributes means that ‘hacked’ passwords or stolen 

cards simply become useless, since Fujitsu’s PalmSecure system 
requires biometric credentials – using the unique vein pattern in 
the palm – in addition to other authentication measures such as 
chip and pin, or passwords.

Thomas Bengs, Director and Head of Security 
Products and Solutions at Fujitsu says: 

“In the arms race between hackers and financial institutions, 
with the increasing cost of security breaches, and the problem 
that passwords are compromised on a daily basis, there is an 
urgent need to implement more sophisticated security measures 
such as reliable biometric authentication. The FUJITSU PalmSe-
cure truedentity solution addresses this requirement, and gives 
users easy-to-use, convenient and trustworthy access to services. 
Furthermore, by withholding access of users’ authentication data 
from service providers there is a greatly reduced possibility of 
fraud or misuse.”

Marc Gurov, CEO, OpenLimit SignCubes AG: 

“Unambiguous identities are the basis for secure transactions 
in the digital world. FUJITSU PalmSecure truedentity achieves 
unambiguous online authentication of the parties with whom 
people come into virtual contact. A third mode of logical iden-
tification, such as FUJITSU PalmSecure technology, increases 
the degree of faith that users and organizations are able to place 
in verifying the true identity of citizens, customers, and the 
employees of service providers – and so reliably protecting their 
systems and data from unauthorized access”.

FUJITSU PalmSecure truedentity provides a fast and flexible track 
enabling organizations to comply with individual governmental 
regulations such as Electronic Identification and Trust Service 
(eIDAS) in Europe, while also meeting all required privacy rules. 

By Silicon Trust
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The rapidly  
GROWING digital  

identity SOLUTION

 Across all sectors, next generation connected solutions have the 
potential to transform the delivery of services and enrich the lives 
of billions of people throughout the globe. Yet, while the market 
opportunity is widely understood and myriad proofs of concept 
firmly established, those developing digital services need to rise 
to meet the demand for solutions that are not only convenient, but 
secure and respect user privacy. 

The latest innovation in this space is Mobile Connect, the 
Operator-facilitated universal digital identity solution that allows 
users to log-in to websites and applications quickly without the 
need to remember passwords and usernames. Instead, Mobile 
Connect works by combining the user’s unique mobile number and 
PIN to verify and authenticate them online.

In the wake of several high profile hacks and data breaches, 
consumer confidence in online and digital services is at an all-
time low. Mobile Connect can help restore trust and enable digital 
services to scale by enabling service providers to use a secure, 
private and convenient means in which consumers can access 
goods and services through multiple channels. 

There are a number of signs that mobile could be the most suit-
able platform for a secure digital identity solution. Perhaps most 
importantly, is the rapid growth of smartphone ownership; this 
has resulted in mobile surpassing traditional devices such as PC 
and laptop, as the predominant means by which people access to 
the internet. 

As such there is a huge opportunity for service providers to 
harness the power of mobile to enhance digital services in both the 
private and public sector. In the private sector, one of the primary 
applications of Mobile Connect is in commerce. Merchants and 
retailers are utilising mobile to increase engagement, sales and 
loyalty. However, digital retailers must increase both confi-
dence and convenience for the consumer, as a huge number of 
transactions are never completed. According to Barilliance, an 
e-commerce personalisation solutions provider, 74 per cent of 
online baskets were abandoned in 2013 alone.

In the public sector too, Mobile Connect has the potential to 
transform the delivery of services. The political momentum behind 
digital identity is greater than ever with governments around the 
world realising that it can enable the delivery of convenient and 
secure public sector services at a greatly reduced cost. According 
to the World Bank Group, $50 billion could be saved by govern-
ments globally due to digital identity enabled services. 

Mobile Connect also has the potential to help governments 
become more socially responsible by virtue of enabling digital inclu-
sion for 1.5 billion unregistered people in the world, most of which 
are disproportionately located in developing countries. Digital 
inclusion can vastly improve peoples’ access to essential services 
and also create a huge business opportunity in the private sector.

In November last year, Mobile Connect was used in a cross-
border public sector pilot which made it the first private sector 
cross-border public service authentication solution compatible 
with European Union eIdentification and Trust Services (eIDAS) 
Regulation. The pilot demonstrated how Mobile Connect can be 
used to identify an EU-citizen of one Member State in order to 
gain access to a public service of another. Mobile Connect offers a 
simple way of achieving pan-European federation of cross-border 
services for the EU governments compatible with the eIDAS regu-
lation, whilst enabling growth in digital public services nationally.

Mobile Connect has a variety of public sector use cases including, 
taxes, healthcare and payments. One of the reasons it is uniquely 
placed to serve the public sector is because many such services, 
such as annual tax returns, occur infrequently, meaning there is 
less likelihood that other private sector universal solutions will be 
developed for such a purpose.

Since the solution was introduced in 2014, 34 Operators have 
launched the service in 21 countries and the solution is now avail-
able to 2 billion consumers globally. At Mobile World Congress 
2016, Mobile Connect was showcased across a number of sectors 
including, health, commerce and eGovernment. To discover more 
about Mobile Connect, please visit GSMA.com/mobileconnect. 

By Claire Maslen, GSMA

THE RAPIDLY GROWING DIGITAL IDENTITY SOLUTION
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“GOVERNMENTS SHOULD STRIVE FOR THE BEST-IN-CLASS”

 Mr. Lagios, can you tell us how Austria Card positions 
itself in the ID-sector? 

Secure identification requires a complex eco-system, and to have 
the ideal solution each component must be top-notch. For decades 
we have focused on the card body, and we have had our own 
operating system for almost fifteen years. It is impossible to be 
the best in every category, so we focus on what we do best. This 
is why we notice issuing authorities increasingly knocking on our 
doors. They value our independence. Also, our approach leaves 
ample space for other vendors who are the best-in-class for their 
components. 

My advice to governments is: Choose the solution specific 
to your needs instead of a black box – one size does not fit all. 
Governments should strive for the best-in-class for every compo-
nent, because using standardized products makes you susceptible 
to counterfeiting attempts in the first place.

With all the new possibilities arising through electronic 
identification, is the card body turning into a simple carrier 
for the chip?

On the contrary. We are working with governments all over the 
world, and whether it is ID-cards, driving licenses, or health 
cards, the demand for high quality physical security features is 
rising. Today a simple hologram won’t be enough. Not even the 
latest features will be secure if used in isolation. This is why 
Austria Card offers dozens of different security elements. The 
key is to combine them. There are four different levels of security 

features according to what is required to verify the authenticity. 
If you include multiple elements on multiple levels it will make 
the cards literally unforgeable. Try to copy a card with UV-print, 
guilloches, rainbow print, CLI/MLI features, and microtext – it 
will inevitably fail. 

Furthermore, costs and security can be improved by advance-
ments in the card body material. For the Austrian health card we 
have developed and shipped six million cards with a new card 
material (T4-med), in which the layers are made of environmen-
tally friendly plastic foils with a high bending-resistance and 
robustness, similar to PC, but at the same time at a smaller weight 
to optimize costs for postal expenses. In addition, these cards are 
free of Bisphenol A or any other carcinogenic substances. The card 
is based on a sandwich construction and does not require any 
adhesives.

So what trends do you think will shape the identification sector?

There is a lot of buzz in the industry about the next big thing, but 
the one development I am very confident about is convergence. ID 
cards will become more functional. For example, in our project 
for the Nigerian government we have shipped the world’s first ID 
card with credit card functionality. Returning to the importance 
of card bodies, this means that even higher demands are placed on 
the physical card. Manufacturers do not only have to comply with 
the government’s standards, but also need to have certifications by 
the payment schemes such as Visa or MasterCard. This will ensure 
that only companies with the highest possible security standards 
can produce it. 

“GOVERNMENTS  
should strive for the  

BEST-IN-CLASS”
An interview with Konstantinos Lagios, Chief Commercial Officer at Austria Card

We met with Konstantinos Lagios from Austria Card, a leading European smart 
card expert. He tells us why the quality of the card body is gaining importance 
in spite of surging electronic components, what governments can do to get the 

most secure ID-solution, and which trends await us.

Today a simple hologram won’t be enough. 
Not even the latest features will be secure  

if used in isolation.
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“IoT challenges? 
Security. Security. 

SECURITY!”

An interview with Oliver Winzenried, CEO and Co-Founder at Wibu-Systems

The VAULT Magazine spoke to Oliver Winzenried, CEO and Co-Founder 
if Wibu-Systems about the future challenges for the Internet of Things 

sector. With billions of connected devices and ever increasing interest in 
Industry 4.0 solutions, smaller, medium-sized and even large companies 

have to get their strategy right. In this interview, we get an insight  
into the challenges, risks and common mistakes when it comes to 

implementing security solutions in Industry 4.0 processes.
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 With an estimated 40.9 billion networked devices,  
from a security perspective, where do you see challenges  
for the Internet of Things? 

Three words: security, security, and security! For one, security 
has to be there if we want to use Internet of Things (IoT) devices 
the way they are meant to be used. Second, security is required to 
update and upgrade the functionality and features of IoT devices, 
so that we know they have not been tampered with or hacked in 
some manner during that process. Finally, security is required 
to monetize features in IoT devices and implement new business 
models that benefit not only the device’s manufacturer, but its 
users as well. 

Would you say that the industry as a whole has the  
same focus on security, or is it something that needs  
to be pushed more? 

We definitely need to push this issue much more! We are only 
experiencing the IoT in its infancy right now. More and more 
things are becoming connected, and it is normal that when new 
technologies are being deployed and work as expected, the new 
features and new convenience will make everyone happy. People 
only get concerned about security when incidents happen, 
approximately six to 24 months after the introduction of the 
new technology. It is only then that people stop just talking 
about security and actually start implementing it. We should 
be implementing it in a way that we get security by design or by 
default. Security by design means that the devices are equipped 
with configuration options that enable security, while security 
by default means that the user gets the device configured in a 
way that ensures a certain level of security, regardless of the 
user’s set-up or preferences. If you think about the original Wi-Fi 
access and routers for home use, they were initially complicated 
to configure (including the security protections that you needed); 
when you received them, you needed to configure the whole 
set-up yourself before you got Wi-Fi access. These days, you can 
get a Wi-Fi router that is much easier to configure, but there is 
a certain level of security already programmed and installed 

within the set-up itself. This is what I mean when I talk about 
‘security by design’ and ‘security by default’. 
 
So you would say that the next 24 months are critical  
for IoT security development? 
 
I believe so. I really do. 

Looking towards Industrie 4.0, what are the obstacles  
to successful implementation? 
 
First of all, I believe that companies operating manufacturing 
facilities need to understand the value of f lexible production. 
The next obstacle is that machines and production processes are 
normally used for extremely long time periods. You might have a 
machine or production process in place that is ten years old, but 
that is still a long way from being obsolete. These machines may 
have lifespans of twenty years or more. Still, machines and manu-
facturing processes need to be able to implement flexible produc-
tion processes, according to the new Industrie 4.0 concepts – both 
in the plant itself and out in the field. 
 
So it’s a cost issue? 
 
That, and technical feasibility. The machines may be so old that 
there is no feasible way to get Industrie 4.0 into existing produc-
tion processes. But some machines and processes that are in 
their midlife cycle may be able to accommodate Industrie 4.0 
principles. 

There may also be obstacles due to companies’ IP and the need 
for companies to safeguard their tools and know-how. Add to that 
a general lack of trust in cloud-based security systems and issues 
about missing standards. Finally, the biggest obstacle is a lack of 
education about this particular subject and the need to enable 
the workforce to understand it better and help them implement 
Industrie 4.0. The qualifications required to implement all of this 
correctly will be higher than those needed for normal production 
processes in a manufacturing plant. And we are talking about 
ongoing, life-long learning. 

How would you advise companies that are about to invest in 
Industrie 4.0? In your experience, what are the most common 
mistakes that are made? 
 
Most manufacturing requires a reasonable return on investment 
after a period of time, so the first thing that these companies need 
to do is think about the benefits of this process for their customers 
as their #1 priority. This could take the form of improving either 
the product or the production process itself. Companies should 
look to discover what could be improved in terms of non recurring 
costs, lead times, or product costs themselves. Perhaps, they might 
even think about where in the manufacturing process it might 
make sense to team up with others. 

It is also important to consider how important it is for the 
company to remain in direct contact with their customers. Internet 
now offers a variety of ways and means for the customer to gain 
f irst-hand knowledge and even 
materials without going through the 
manufacturer. This in turn means 
that manufacturers also need to be 
aware of these alternative sources, 
and it might drive them to engage in 
more co-operations with Internet-
based companies in order to main-
tain their business. 

It’s when we are looking at 
our own companies or our manu-
facturing process as a whole that 
we need to understand and agree 
on where Industrie 4.0 should be 
injected into the process. That is 
why it is important to have a flex-
ible production system. By choosing 
the right point to insert Industrie 
4.0, the production process can be 
improved in the sense of bringing 
down costs, streamlining order processing, speeding up re-tooling, 
increasing energy efficiency, and creating less waste.  

There is a lot happening out there in these fields, so companies 
do well to follow what is happening around them and learn from the 
best practices available. There is no one guideline for everything; it 
will depend upon which activities a company is undertaking. 

For instance, there is one company we worked with that offers 
superior clamping and gripping units for use in robotic applica-
tions. They have implemented Industrie 4.0 in their products 
and processes very well. Consider their gripper units: In the past 
they used mechatronic grippers. Then they added sensors into 
the gripping unit to create intelligent mechatronic grippers. Next, 
they added communication to create a cyber physical system. And 
finally, they added a web interface using IP communication to create 
a truly smart gripper, with secure OPC UA communication. Inter-

estingly, some of these grippers sometimes have to get customized 
“fingers” to handle specific customer products. Using a cloud-based 
system, the gripper fingers can be designed to fit the customer’s 
parts and specific requirements and then manufactured using 3D 
printing, at low costs and with little wait. That’s much more effec-
tive and cost-efficient compared to the time and resource-intensive 
process that would have been needed in the past. 

We have also worked with a company that produces embroi-
dery machines, and they have implemented a system to protect 
the customer-specific production data in their machines. The new 
system also allows them to control production output in remote 
locations (India etc.). The companies making their product on 
their machines can do so in the safe knowledge that the design in 
the data is secure and no product or similar product design will 
find its way onto the grey market. 

These are just two examples of companies using Industrie 4.0 
that are already active in the market 
today. 

What I don’t understand is why 
so many companies, especially small 
to medium-sized ones, are doing 
nothing in this area. They might 
be listening to some extent to what 
we are saying, but they continue to 
wait until others have implemented 
it first. This approach could easily 
backfire, as they are going to need 
a considerable amount of time to 
implement changes, while those 
that have already implemented the 
changes are more successful and 
have a real head-start over their 
competitors. I think all manufac-
turing companies would do well to 
actively implement these changes 
sooner rather than later. 

 
Where do you see the role of national governments?  
Can the public sector support the private sector? 
 
I believe they can, and they are already doing so in all of the 
world’s most relevant economic powers. Look at China. They have 
an initiative called ‘Made in China 2025’ that is getting strong 
political and financial backing from the Chinese Government. It’s 
a ten-year plan dedicated to comprehensively upgrading China’s 
industry. They are not content with simply staying the factory of 
the world. Rather, they want to create new innovations, new prod-
ucts, and new brands themselves. 

It’s a similar story in Japan and South Korea, again with strong 
support from their governments. I think it’s also the same in the 
US, but I don’t have any specific details about public funding. 

“IOT CHALLENGES? SECURITY. SECURITY. SECURITY!”

By choosing the  
right point to insert  

Industrie 4.0, the production 
process can be improved  
in the sense of bringing  

down costs, streamlining 
order processing, speeding 

up re-tooling, increasing 
energy efficiency, and 

creating less waste.

Smaller, medium-sized, even large companies  
need to have a degree of interoperability,  

so standards are important to ensure flawless and  
secure communication when machines are  
brought together in large conglomerates.
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There are lots of programs coming from the military side, such as 
DARPA, with almost unlimited funds. The technology developed 
there is used in non-military applications as well. The European 
Commission is also doing good work with their ‘Horizon 2020’. 
Looking specifically at Germany, the situation is not bad. In 
fact, we are involved in several projects – so we can’t complain! 
However, speaking generally in terms of public funding compared 
to the scale of the economy as a whole, we are still lagging far 
behind, say, South Korea. 

What governments can do is support research and develop-
ment projects in cooperation with various research institutes 
and large enterprises. They must also create the legal framework 
that is necessary to get Industrie 4.0 mechanisms working. And 
they should support standardization to propel international 
cooperation and free trade. But then again, these are general 
tasks for governments everywhere. And let’s not forget helping 
local industry, so that they can 
retain their competitive advantages 
against others in the global market. 

Could you please expand a 
little on the IUNO and DnSPro 
projects in Germany that you are 
part of? What are the benefits of 
these kind of collaborations, and 
what goals are you hoping to 
achieve? 
 
Both of these projects see the 
involvement of Infineon. IUNO is 
a large project with a budget of 33 
million EURO, partly funded by the BMBF, the Federal Ministry 
for Education and Research, with the mission to become the 
‘National Reference Project for IT Security in Industrie 4.0’. It 
brings together a consortium of 14 companies and 7 research insti-
tutes. In Europe, the custom is for many projects to have a public 
tendering process, announced on the web, with a list of criteria 
for tenders from the private sector. IUNO was not announced in 
this way. Instead, several large enterprises (Bosch, VW etc) were 
approached directly. From my understanding, the reasoning 
behind this was to ensure that what would be developed in this 
project would later indeed be used in the production facilities of 
these large enterprises. That is an advantage for everyone.

We are participating in all use cases, and our goal is to adopt and 
improve our security solutions to fit these enterprises’ requirements 
that are revealed in the project. However, our main use case will 
be the creation of a digital marketplace for technology data used in 
production processes. Such a marketplace for production process 
and production data is ideal for Industrie 4.0, as companies using 
these marketplaces will be looking for flexible production processes 
and fast re-tooling or ways to speed up their production flows. 

The knowledge from many of these manufacturing companies 
can be pooled in such a way that any one company can place its data 
in the marketplace. It knows that it actually benefits from sharing 
the information, while maintaining control over their IP at the same 
time. So, the DRM for the protection of the IP is very important. 
And, honestly, also very challenging. 

These projects do not just come with many technical issues that 
need to be addressed; there are also legal considerations to enable 
us to use these systems on a larger scale. For instance, it could be 
rolled out to a small group of companies in Germany, or perhaps 
even internationally. There is still so much that needs to be done; we 
are only just at the start of the process. IUNO only started July 2015 
and will continue for another two and a half years. 

The other project – DnSPro – is a German anagram for 
‘Dezentral kooperierende Sensor basierende Subssyteme für 
Industrie 4.0 Produktionsanlagen’ which can be translated as 

‘Decentralized cooperating sensor-
based subsystems for Industry 4.0 
production facilities’. It’s basically 
about smart processing subsystems. 
The company that introduced us 
into this project is KHS, one of the 
world’s leaders in filling and pack-
aging machines for drinks – either 
in PET or glass bottles – such as 
soft drinks, water, fruit juices, beer, 
and so on. 

By using intelligent sensors 
and cyber physical systems, this 
company wants to improve its 
processes by reducing the time 

it takes to change the filling system for different liquids, due to 
different pressures, flows, system settings, cleaning, and so on. This 
process can be monitored and improved with intelligent sensors.  

Beyond the specific scope of this project, our goal is to reach an 
inside understanding of the industry’s requirements to be able to 
replicate the results obtained from this project in other manufac-
turing plants. This is only achievable if all the different stakeholders 
are willing to combine their competencies – plant operators on the 
one side and technology groups on the other. In the end, we should 
discover new solutions much faster. Standardization may also be a 
next step. The ultimate goal for Wibu-Systems is a wider adoption of 
our solutions over time and in many different use cases. 

The results should also be available later to companies outside 
of the consortium, so that we can extend our customer target group 
for our solutions and slowly build up our business and competitive 
advantage. 
 
There seems to be a lot of competing companies in these 
projects – how does that work? Is everyone pulling together 
at the moment? 

 
I think that, when you are working on standards, it is necessary 
to work with all the global titans, including your competitors. 
Smaller, medium-sized, even large companies need to have a 
degree of interoperability, so standards are important to ensure 
flawless and secure communication when machines are brought 
together in large conglomerates. Standardization practically 
guarantees that different vendors can work together. It just makes 
sense to do the basic standardizing work together – even if you are 
competitors. When it eventually comes to the implementation and 
the details, every company needs to work with their strengths and 
unique advantages to ensure they are used in their specific imple-
mentations. This is the point where competition is at its strongest. 

 
Why does Wibu-Systems take part in these industry initiatives? 
 
We are part of many industry initiatives, but we only focus on our 
specific topic: protection, licensing, and security. We are working 
in markets as diverse as industrial automation and medical equip-
ment, and the requirements are not always the same. The needs of 
customers in these different target groups are very different. 
The only way for us to understand these industry requirements 
and adapt our solutions accordingly is to actively take part in these 
industry initiatives. 

Security is required
to monetize features in 

IoT devices and implement 
new business models that 

benefit not only the device’s 
manufacturer, but its

users as well.

Oliver Winzenried

“IOT CHALLENGES? SECURITY. SECURITY. SECURITY!”
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Making Hybrid  
Cards SECURE and  

DURABLE

What is the difference between  
PETF and PETG?

PETG is known as glycol modified polyester. The “G” represents 
the incorporated glycol modifiers making PETG amorphous, 
meaning the polymer molecules are not aligned, not ordered and 
consequently not crystalline. Being produced in a roll calendaring 
process makes PETG similar to PVC, both used for their thermo-
formable properties, e.g. in card lamination processes. 

Although the properties of PETG are inferior to PETF in terms 
of mechanical strength, thermal stability and chemical resistance, 
PETG responds perfectly to the requirements for core material in 
ID card constructions. A durable long lasting ID document can 
only be created by enforcing PETG core with PETF overlay films – 
PETix PETF – that form a protective shield for embedded security 
features and personal data in ID documents. 

In the backbone card construction, the strong material (PETF) 
is positioned in the center of the card, thus the weaker material 
(PVC) has to counter all external influences. Although a very good 
heat resistance is achieved, the resistance of the card against 
external impact is limited. (Fig 1)

In the shield card construction, the strong material (PETF) 
is positioned on the outside of the card, countering all external 
influences. Besides a very good heat resistance, the resistance of 
the card against external impact is outstanding. This kind of card 
construction is fundamental for a long lifetime. (Fig 2)

Adding PETix PETF to the card structure will enhance the 
physical strength of the card, increasing rigidity, improving stress 
resistance and reducing the risk of failure due to cracking, splitting 
or snapping. PETix PETF combined with standard PVC or PETG 
will create a plus (+) 10-year lifetime card. The PETix PETF high 
melting point and heat set temperatures provide a significantly 
improved temperature resistance compared to other substrates 
and PETix PETF combined with standard PVC or PETG increases 
the temperature resistance by more than 50 %.

Cost effectiveness and extended life  
time guarantees on PETix PETF solutions

PETix PETF offers significantly lower cost per card because it 
takes less than 20 % of the total card volume. The core can be built 
with very competitive materials and as PETix PETF is compatible 
with PVC or PETG it allows tailored solutions to further optimize 
cost versus performance. Our PETix PETF laser marking overlay 
films (the fundamental for a +10 years card life cycle) with inte-
grated anti-counterfeiting laser coloring features guarantee a cost-
competitive shield protection towards personal identity. 

PETix PETF can be processed on standard equipment and is 
compatible with most common core materials like PVC and PETG 
and will allow direct printing (without the need for special inks) 
and color laser personalization.

In conclusion

Hybrid cards are unmistakably part of life today. Doors simply 
won’t open without them. Physical doors as well as virtual doors 
to cash, benefits and destinations. End users need their cards, 
always. AGFA’s PETix PETF product portfolio, tuned to the 
needs of such demanding customer scenarios and developed over 
decades of experience in security projects, positions AGFA as a 
reliable solution provider when it comes to making hybrid cards as 
secure and as durable as the user needs them be. 

 To satisfy the increasingly stringent requirements with respect 
to the integration of personal data, sophisticated electronics and 
security features in one ID document, the need for an economical, 
robust and long lasting construction is evident. With our inno-
vative PETix PETF transparent overlay products we provide an 
overall solution, covering lifetime and durability, ensuring the 
card is tamper proof and with an eye towards cost awareness. In an 
effort to protect and secure the identification of persons, animals 
and goods worldwide; governments, banking institutions, police 
forces, custom-houses and the end user, underline the extraor-
dinary benefits PETix PETF offers. Our customers, resulting in 
numerous applications in a wide range of market segments, appre-
ciate our focus on durability and cost efficiency.

What is PETix PETF?

PETix polyester film (PETF) is a crystalline Biaxial Oriented 
film. Its primary advantages are thermal stability, mechanical 
strength, dimensional stability and chemical inertness. These 
properties make it the ideal choice for industries where superior 
performance is required. The PETix PETF films are designed 

as external card layer for the upgrade and manufacturing of 
high performance smart cards, allowing increased card life – 
exceeding 10 years of duty!

By Ivo Moons, Agfa Materials

The passage of time has an impact on all life and objects. People will grow older; objects will erode 
and wear out. Personal cards are not exempt from this fact. The cards you produce will withstand the 

effect of time and usage. Small accidents will happen, the carrier of the cards will be distracted or 
inattentive for just a minute and that means that the cards will suffer. It is of key importance that  

the end product is as durable as possible. At AGFA, we believe that to ensure a longer life for cards, 
the solution lies with our PETix PETF hybrid card solution.

MAKING HYBRID CARDS SECURE AND DURABLE

The continuous manufacturing process of  
crystalline polyester (PETF) 

STEP 1: The molten PET – a plastic produced by reacting 
terephthalic acid and ethylene glycol – is extruded onto a 
chill roll quenching it into an amorphous state. 

STEP 2: The amorphous film is then biaxial stretched in an 
oven, sequential first in the machine direction and then in 
transverse direction. 

STEP 3: After the biaxial stretching, the BOPET (Biaxial 
Oriented PET) is crystallized at high temp (> 200° C) and 
relaxed – tensionless – in an oven, locking the molecular 
orientation in the film base.

1

2
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 During the document design process some mandatory features 
such as optically variable devices, laser-engraved images and the 
electronic components are often introduced as “add-ons” that 
should not detract from the aesthetic appeal of the pre-printed 
substrate. This approach can lead to the inclusion of “discon-
nected” features which are more susceptible to replacement or 
removal, to create a new counterfeit document. In the case of 
optically variable devices, if the image portrayed by the feature 
exhibits no obvious relation to the rest of the document design, 
the inspector must have prior knowledge of the security elements 
in order to gain confidence in its authenticity. 

Integration by design 

New security laminate designs using the KINEGRAM ZERO.
ZERO technology provide unique opportunities to combine 
dynamic images of the diffractive OVD (Optically Variable Device) 
with the static pre-printed design on the substrate. The use of an 
open structure of fine metallic lines with brilliant kinematic move-
ment, truly perfect registration and high-resolution enables the 
creation of images, which are relatively easy to combine with the 
underlying pre-print and biographic data. Since the combination 
of features exhibits the complete image, manipulation or removal 
of any single element becomes more noticeable, even without prior 
knowledge of the design. 

The high resolution, fine-line metallic structures in perfect 
registration with the diffractive elements, exhibit the optical bril-
liance of 100 % metal combined with the transparency of high-
refractive index non-metallic coatings. These are ideal conditions 
for optimizing the integration of the KINEGRAM with the back-
ground document design, so that counterfeit attempts become 
easier to detect. 

By way of example, Fig. 1 shows an arbitrary background card 
design with fine pre-printed lines and open areas to accommo-
date the primary photo and its shadow image. Also to be seen in 

the bottom right corner is the shadow of a tree without the tree. 
During the personalization process, the photographs, as well 
as the biographic data, are printed together with any additional 
document design features such as the colorful header with the ID 
number or other personalized information. 

In contrast to the conventional approach, the KINEGRAM 
ZERO.ZERO laminate not only protects the personalized data, but 
now also completes the document design, as depicted in Fig. 2. 

INTEGRATION  
by Design 

By John A. Peters, OVD Kinegram AG

This article discusses new document design possibilities using technological 
advances in diffractive optically variable devices, laser personalization and antenna 

manufacturing. These key security features of government documents can be 
designed simultaneously to create an integrated functionality, which enhances 

visual recognition and counterfeit detection.

INTEGRATION BY DESIGN
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The fine-line metallized structure, overlapping the printed 

photo and biographic data, cross-hatches with the pre-printed 
lines and depicts the image of a bird flying from the bottom left 
into the flock which expands, contracts and changes shape.

A metallized image of a tree to pair with the pre-printed tree 
shadow envelopes the secondary image with an overlying lens 
effect. The flying birds are depicted with Surface Relief structures 
appearing to protrude from the surface. The metallized header has 
unmetallized text which appears colorful, deriving the color from 
the printed header design. 

Finally, the right hand side of the metallized header has just the 
right degree of transparency to allow the pre-printed ID number to 
become visible, only after tilting the card to a certain angle. 

Therefore, we have the choice of completing the document 
design and then introducing the security features as add-ons, or 
we can make the security feature an integral part of the document 
design. Clearly, using the latter approach, the task of the counter-
feiter is much more difficult, while the document examiner can 
gain more trust in the authenticity of a document, even without 
detailed knowledge of the security features. 

Integration during system personalization 

Another example of design integration is now possible thanks 
to technological advancements in the KINEGRAM ZERO.ZERO 
technology and laser personalization techniques. 

A product called KINEGRAM ZERO.ZERO Combi is embedded 
in the polycarbonate and positioned so as to overlap with the 
primary photo (Fig. 3). The metallized fine-lines, as well as the 
metallized crown image, are enclosed in the 6-sided polygon. The 
remaining KINEGRAM structures are transparent; prepared 
using non-metallic coatings. 

As shown in Fig. 4, when the polycarbonate card is personal-
ized using conventional laser processes, the metallized zones over-
lapping the photo area are evaporated due to the laser energy. This 
results in a loss of the optical structure in the personalized zone. 

However, using a specially developed laser engraving process, 
the card can be personalized beneath the KINEGRAM layer 
without evaporation of the metallized diffractive structures. Thus 
the original structure and visual appearance of the KINEGRAM 
is retained. (Fig. 5)

As can be seen in these images, the laser engraving has 
occurred in between the metallized structures, without ablation 
of the metal. OVD Kinegram acknowledges the support of IAI 
Industrial Systems for producing the sample cards to demonstrate 
this technology. Since any attempt to laser personalize the photo 
without the use of the process key will lead to destruction of the 
metallization and diffractive movements, this solution provides 
protection against the fraudulent personalization of lost or stolen 
card blanks, as well as against fraudulent laser tampering to 
modify a personalized image. 

Integration of electronic components 

A further example of design integration using the components 
of the RFID inlay is possible thanks to the use of a new antenna 
manufacturing technology. 

In typical document designs today, the physical security 
features are on the outer layers and as such, they are totally 
divorced from the electronic components, namely the chip and the 
antenna, which are concealed in the core. However, the antenna 
could be designed to exhibit a characteristic and customized 
image, which is specific to that document. 

Furthermore, this characteristic image could also be made 
visible from the outside, through a transparent window in the docu-
ment, as shown in Fig. 6. In such a case, it becomes a lot more diffi-
cult for the counterfeiter to substitute the electronic components. 

In addition to forming the antenna with a customized form 
and shape, this document specific form may include a KINEGRAM 
inlay (Fig. 7) or a KINEGRAM diffractive image integrated in the 
antenna material (Fig. 8). 

There is yet another benefit in using this approach. As shown in 
Fig. 9, with prudent positioning of the customized antenna image, 
this feature can be used to protect the photograph from tampering 
attempts from the rear of the card. Attempts to remove the photo-
graph from the rear will result in destruction of the customized 
image and will also disengage the electronic functionality. 

In summary, we have shown that thanks to innovative devel-
opments in KINEGRAM ZERO.ZERO technology, advanced laser 
engraving techniques and novel antenna manufacturing processes, 
there are new opportunities to simultaneously design these 
elements to create an integrated functionality, which enhances 
visual recognition and counterfeit detection. 

However, a prerequisite to achieve this design integration is 
the early involvement of all component providers in the document 
design process. 

INTEGRATION BY DESIGN

KINEGRAM and KINEGRAM ZERO.ZERO are registered 
trademarks of OVD Kinegram AG.
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THE SILICON TRUST

THE INDUSTRY’S PREMIER SILICON BASED
SECURITY PARTNER PROGRAM 

The Silicon Trust is a well-established marketing program for 
smart card solutions with high visibility in the worldwide govern-
ment and identification (ID) markets. With over 30 companies 
along the value chain, the Silicon Trust forms a strong community 
of like-minded companies.
 
THE SILICON TRUST PROGRAM FOCUSES
PRIMARILY ON:

–  Educating government decision makers about technical possi-
bilities of ID systems and solutions

–  Development and implementation of marketing material and 
educational events

–  Bringing together leading players from the public and private 
sectors with industry and government decision makers

–  Identifying the latest ID projects, programs and technical trends

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

The Executive Council has been the steering committee of the 
Silicon Trust since 2008. It drives the Silicon Trust by defining 
the topics and directions of the program’s publications, work-
shops and meetings.

INFINEON TECHNOLOGIES
Infineon Technologies AG is a world leader in 
semiconductors. Infineon offers products and 
system solutions addressing three central chal-

lenges to modern society: energy efficiency, mobility, and security. 
In the 2015 fiscal year (ending September 30), the company re-
ported sales of Euro 5,8 billion with about 35,400 employees 
worldwide. Infineon is the world’s leading vendor of secure chip card 
ICs used for passports, ID cards, payment cards, mobile subscriber 
authentication (SIM cards), access cards and trusted-computing 
solutions as well as being a technology driver in the hardware-
based security field.
www.infineon.com

ADVISORY BOARD

The Silicon Trust Advisory Board supports the Executive Council 
in defining the direction of the program in terms of public policy
and scientific relevance. 

BSI
Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informa-
tionstechnik – The German Federal Office 
for Information Security (BSI) is an inde-
pendent and neutral authority for IT secu-

rity. It has been established in 1991 as a high level federal public 
agency within the area of responsibility of the Ministry of the In-
terior. The BSI’s ultimate ambition is the protection of information 
and communication. 
Especially in the area of smart card technology, BSI is responsible  
for the design and definition of secure solution requirements for 
governmental identification documents. The German ePassport 
has been introduced in 2005, the second ePassport generation  
followed 2007, and starting in 2010 the all-new German eID card 
has opened a new trustworthy approach to Internet authentication  
for all German citizens. Security of all these documents is based on  
BSI specifications, developed in close collaboration with European/
international standardization bodies and leading industry partners. 
www.bsi.bund.de

FRAUNHOFER AISEC
Fraunhofer AISEC supports firms from all 
industries and service sectors in securing 
their systems, infrastructures, products and 

offerings. The institution develops qualitatively high-value secu-
rity technologies, which increase the reliability, trustworthiness 

SILICON TRUST  
DIRECTORY 2016

NEW FROM 2016: INNOVATION COUNCIL

The Silicon Trust will form an Innovation Council in 2016. 
Members of the Innovation Council will help define the core 
areas of product innovation and application trends in the 
Government ID sector for the Silicon Trust.
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and tamper-resistance of IT-based systems and products. The  
approximately 80 members of the Fraunhofer AISEC scientific and 
technical staff balance economic needs, user-friendliness, and  
security requirements to develop optimally tailored concepts and 
solutions. 
The security test labs are equipped with state-of-the-art equip-
ment, and highly qualified security experts evaluate and analyze 
the security of products and hardware components as well as soft-
ware products and applications. In our laboratories, functionality, 
interoperability and compliance are tested to give clients targeted, 
effective advice. Strategic partnerships with global corporations as 
well as with internationally recognized universities guarantee sci-
entific excellence as well as its market-driven implementation. 
www.aisec.fraunhofer.de

SILICON TRUST PARTNERS

Partners of the Silicon Trust are a vital element of the program. 
The partners represent all aspects of the value chain and are 
international representatives of the ID industry. They all share 
one common goal – to create awareness, to educate and to pro-
mote the need for silicon-based security technologies.

ABNote
ABnote™ is a leading global supplier of se-
cure documents, services and solutions. If 
you have a credit card or an identity card, or 

have received a gift or loyalty card, or any other plastic card, 
chances are that you have used an ABnote product. If you have 
interacted with a financial institution, or have used your smart 
phone to make a payment, you have likely taken advantage of 
an ABnote service.
We are proud of our legacy – over 200 years of manufacturing 
high quality, tamper-resistant products to governments, financial 
institutions, retailers and other organizations throughout the 
world. Today, our products and technology encompass multiple 
markets, keeping pace with today’s rapidly changing require-
ments for convenient and secure transactions.
www.abnote.com

AdvanIDe 
Advanced ID Electronics – is one of the 
leading silicon distributors, focused on 
components for RFID transponders, 

chip cards and RFID readers and terminals. Thanks to its opti-
mized semiconductor supply chain, AdvanIDe can guarantee 
manufacturers of smart cards, RFID transponders and readers the 
most efficient access to the latest semiconductors.
www.advanide.com

AGFA
Agfa is commercially active worldwide 
through wholly owned sales organizations 
in more than 40 countries. In 2014 the 

Group achieved a turnover of € 2,6 billion. Agfa develops, pro-
duces and sells special films for the card industry. PETix™ is a 
range of high-performance polyester films, for cards with a life-
time above 10 years and a high chemical, scratch and thermal 
resistance.
www.agfa.com

ATOS
Atos SE is an international information technol-
ogy services company with 2014 annual revenue 
of € 9 billion and 86,000 employees in 66 

countries. Serving a global client base, it delivers IT services 
through Consulting & Systems Integration, Managed Operations, 
and transactional services through Worldline, the European 
leader and a global player in the payments services industry. It 
works with clients across different business sectors: Manufactur-
ing, Retail & Transportation; Public & Health; Financial Services; 
Telcos, Media & Utilities.
www.atos.net

AUSTRIACARD
Austria Card AG is a holding company 
of businesses providing end-to-end 
solutions and products in the field of 

Digital Security and Information Management. The Group brings 
together the century-long heritage in printing services and state-
of-the-art digital data solutions (Information Management divi-
sion) with the well-established production and personalization of 
smart cards and the offer of cutting-edge digital payment solu-
tions (Digital Security division). The combination of well-estab-
lished industrial roots with an expanding services portfolio that 
meets the needs of the increasingly digital and mobile economy 
is at the very core of the Group’s confidence in its future.
www.austriacardag.com

BALTECH
BALTECH is specialized in ISO14443/15693/ 
NFC Reader technology. The core competen-
cies are RF-Interface technology and sophis-

ticated high level functionalities supporting the latest card tech-
nologies and security mechanisms. All products are 100 % 
developed and manufactured in-house. This is the basis for cus-
tomization capabilities offered to deliver application tailored, cost 
optimized products from readers up to terminals with individual 
functionalities for various applications.
www.baltech.de
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CARDPLUS
CardPlus is a consulting firm with a focus on cus-
tomized, enterprise level, Identity and Security 
Management Solutions. We offer a full range of 

Professional services to build, transform, implement and manage 
our customized enterprise level security and identity solutions. 
Due to our vast hands-on experience in designing and imple-
menting secure travel and identification systems for governments 
and large public sector customers, we are uniquely positioned to 
understand your highly complex security requirements and 
translate the same into practical, workable solutions.
www.cardplus.de

CHARISMATHICS
charismathics® has been pioneering 
the global identity management 
arena since 2005 and is offering 

security products and services for a variety of industries ranging 
from corporate to finance, from e-government to health services, 
from e-education to telecommunications. The company delivers 
PKI security solutions addressing traditional smart cards, con-
venient USB keys, handy soft tokens or even cutting edge mobile 
applications.
www.charismathics.com

COGNITEC
Cognitec develops market-leading face rec-
ognition technology and applications for in-
dustry customers and government agencies 

around the world. In various independent evaluation tests, our 
FaceVACS® software has proven to be the premier technology 
available on the market. Cognitec’s portfolio includes products for 
facial database search, video screening, and biometric portrait 
capturing.
www.cognitec-systems.de 

CRYPTOVISION
cryptovision is a leading supplier of in-
novative cryptography & public key 
infrastructure (PKI) products. The lean 

and intelligent design of the complete product range makes it 
possible to integrate the most modern cryptography and PKI 
application into any IT system. cryptovision PKI products secure 
the IT infrastructures of diverse sectors, from private enterprise 
to government agencies. The consultancy service spectrum 
ranges from the risk analysis of subsystems or standalone sys-
tems to the design of complete cross-platform cryptographic 
architectures.
www.cryptovision.com

DIGITAL IDENTIFICATION SOLUTIONS
Digital Identification Solutions is a global 
provider of advanced identification solutions, 
specialized in secure government and corpo-
rate applications for ID cards and ePass-

ports/Visa. By applying innovative technologies, they develop 
unique, scalable credential solutions, which perfectly meet the 
ever-changing demands of international customers. 
www.digital-identification.com

HBPC
Pénzjegynyomda Zrt. (Hungarian Banknote Printing 
Shareholding Company) is the exclusive producer of 
‘Forint’ banknotes, and is one of the leading security 
printers in Hungary, specializing in the production of 
documents and other products for protection 

against counterfeiting. Currently, HBPC produces passports, visa, 
ID documents, driving licenses, securities, duty and post stamps, 
tax stamps and banderols, paper- and plastic-based cards, with or 
without chip, and is aiming to provide complex system solutions.
www.penzjegynyomda.hu

HID GLOBAL
HID Global Government ID Solutions is dedicated 
to delivering highly secure, custom government-
to-citizen ID programs worldwide. HID Global 

Government ID Solutions offers government customers an end-
to-end source for their most demanding state and national ID 
projects. With Genuine HID™, customers benefit from the indus-
try’s broadest portfolio of trusted, interoperable secure identity 
solutions across all aspects of the government identification 
market. Government ID Solutions offerings include expert consult-
ing services, data capture, credential management and issuance 
solutions, world-leading credentials and e-documents, readers,  
inlays, prelaminates, LaserCard® optical security media technol-
ogy, and FARGO® card printers. 
www.hidglobal.com

HJP CONSULTING 
HJP Consulting (HJP) with headquar-
ters near Paderborn, Germany, is an 
internationally operating firm of IT 

consultants specialized in the planning, procurement and approv-
al of smart card solutions with focus on e-identity and e-health 
applications. The manufacturer-independent specialists at HJP 
supervise large-scale projects for introducing e-passports and eID 
systems at both the technical and strategic level. The firm’s con-
sulting services encompass the areas of system architecture, soft-
ware specification, tenders, quality and security management as 
well as project management.
www.hjp-consulting.com
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THE IDENTIV GROUP 
Identiv provides secure identification (Secure 
ID) solutions that allow people to gain  

access to the buildings, networks, information, systems and ser-
vices they need – while ensuring that the physical facilities and 
digital assets of the organizations they interact with are pro-
tect- ed. Based in Orange County, California, it is a technology-
driven company with significant experience in diverse markets, 
and is uniquely equipped to address the needs of customers 
worldwide in an evolving technological landscape.
www.identive-group.com

MICROPROSS
Established in 1979, Micropross is the 
leading company in the supply of test 
and personalization solutions for the 

business of RFID, smartcard, and Near Field Communication 
(NFC). Micropross has proven expertise in the design of laboratory 
and manufacturing test tools which are all considered as refer-
ences in their domains. These tools allow users to fully character-
ize and test the electrical and protocol performance of products 
such as smartcards and smartphones in design, conformance, 
and production. In 2015, National Instruments acquired Micro-
pross in order to accelerate their development and strengthen 
them as the leader on their market, constituting a major mile-
stone in the life of both companies.
www.micropross.com

MIKRON
MIKRON was founded in 1964. With 
main activities in semiconductor manu-
facturing (Power Management Products 

and RFID) MIKRON is an important player within the financial 
strong industrial group of JSFC SISTEMA. MIKRON has about 1600 
employees and is with a capacity of 50 Mio inlays and labels per 
month and a chip capacity of about 100 Mio per month the largest 
RFID manufacturer in Europe. Major activities are within the RFID 
and Industrial/Consumer market. Joint Venture and cooperation 
for technology will secure strong standing within the fast growing 
future market. 
www.mikron-semi.com

MASKTECH
MaskTech is the leading independent provider 
of high secure system on chip designs, embed-
ded ROM masked products, security middle-
ware, certification and integration services 

focused on human credential applications. MTCOS – MaskTech 
Chip Operating System – is a high performance and high security 
operating system, especially designed for secure semiconductors 
with powerful crypto co-processor and RFID, dual interface or 
contact interface. MTCOS is available on a unique variety of micro-

controllers of different silicon vendors. MTCOS is a fully open 
standard (ISO/IEC) compliant multiapplications OS, used in more 
than 40 eID projects worldwide. 
www.masktech.de

OPEN LIMIT
OpenLimit SignCubes AG (www.openlimit.com) was 
founded in 2002 and is a wholly-owned subsidiary 
of the publicly traded OpenLimit Holding AG. The 
company is headquartered in Baar, Switzerland and 
has a subsidiary in Berlin, Germany. The group cur-

rently employs more than 60 highly qualified employees.
www.openlimit.com

OVD KINEGRAM
OVD Kinegram protect government 
documents and banknotes. More 
than 100 countries have placed 

their trust in the KINEGRAM® security device to protect their high 
security documents. OVD Kinegram is a Swiss company and a 
member of the German Kurz group. The company has accumu-
lated over three decades of experience in the protec- tion against 
counterfeiting and maintains close contacts with police forces, 
customs authorities and internationally reputed security special-
ists. OVD Kinegram offers a full range of services: consulting, de-
sign, engineering, in-house production, application machines and 
support as well as after-sales service.
www.kinegram.com

PAV
PAV Card is a German, family-run business 
and one of the leading manufacturers for 
smart cards and RFID solutions. PAV products 
are used in many applications, ranging from 

hotel access, airport and stadium technology to the use in retail 
outlets and smart card applications, such as payment and health 
insurance. PAV’s product range includes special heat resistant 
and tamper-proof ID cards as well as smart cards using the latest 
contactless technology for secure access solutions suitable for 
corporate buildings or sensitive access areas, such as airports.
www. pav.de

PRECISE BIOMETRICS
Precise Biometrics is an innovative com-
pany offering technology and expertise for 
easy, secure, and accurate authentication 

using smart cards and fingerprint recognition. Founded in 1997, 
Precise Biometrics today has solutions used by U.S. government 
agencies, national ID card programs, global enterprises, and 
other organizations requiring multi-factor strong authentica-
tion. Precise Biometrics offers the Tactivo™ solution, a smart card 
and fingerprint reader for mobile devices. 
www.precisebiometrics.com

SMARTRAC N.V. 
SMARTRAC is the leading developer, 
manufacturer, and supplier of RFID and 
NFC transponders and inlays. The 

company produces ready-made and customized transponders and 
inlays used in access control, animal identification, automated fare 
collection, border control, RFID-based car immobilizers, electronic 
product identification, industry, libraries and media management, 
laundry, logistics, mobile & smart media, public transport, retail, 
and many more. SMARTRAC was founded in 2000, went public in 
July 2006, and trades as a stock corporation under Dutch law with 
its registered headquarters in Amsterdam. The company currently 
employs about 4,000 employees and maintains a global research 
and development, production, and sales network.
www.smartrac-group.com

TELETRUST
TeleTrusT is a widespread competence 
network for IT security comprising mem-
bers from industry, administration, research 

as well as national and international partner organizations with 
similar objectives. With a broad range of members and partner 
organizations TeleTrusT embodies the largest competence net-
work for IT security in Germany and Europe. TeleTrusT provides 
interdisciplinary fora for IT security experts and facilitates infor-
mation exchange between vendors, users and authorities. Tel-
eTrusT comments on technical, political and legal issues related to 
IT security and is organizer of events and conferences. TeleTrusT is 
a non-profit association, whose objective is to promote informa-
tion security professionalism, raising awareness and best prac-
tices in all domains of information security. TeleTrusT is carrier of 
the "European Bridge CA" (EBCA; PKI network of trust), the quality 
seal "IT Security made in Germany" and runs the IT expert certifi-
cation programs "TeleTrusT Information Security Professional" 
(T.I.S.P.) and "TeleTrusT Engineer for System Security" (T.E.S.S.). 
TeleTrusT is a member of the European Telecommunications 
Standards Institute (ETSI). The association is headquartered in 
Berlin, Germany.
www.teletrust.de

T-SYSTEMS
Drawing on a global infrastructure 
of data centers and networks,  
T-Systems operates information 

and communication technology (ICT) systems for multinational 
corporations and public sector institutions. T-Systems provides  
integrated solutions for the networked future of business and  
society. With offices in over 20 countries and global delivery capa-
bility, the Telekom subsidiary provides support to companies in all 
industries. Some 50,000 employees combine expertise with ICT 
innovations to add significant value to customers’ core business all 
over the world. 
www.t-systems.com

PWPW
PWPW is a commercial company, entirely owned 
by the Polish Treasury, with a long tradition and 
extensive experience in providing security print-
ing solutions. The company offers modern, secure-

products and solutions as well as highest quality services which 
ensure the reliability of transactions and identification processes. 
It is also a supplier of state-of-the-art IT solutions. 
www.pwpw.pl

REINER SCT
REINER SCT Kartengeräte GmbH & Co. 
KG, based in Furtwangen (Black Forest),  
Germany, is a leading manufacturer of 

OTP generators and smartcard readers for eCards, electronic sig-
nature and online banking in Germany. REINER SCT also develops 
products for secure online authentication, time attendance and 
access control. The technology company employs 45 staff and is 
part of the global and family-owned REINER group. 
www.reiner-sct.com

ROLIC
Rolic Technologies Ltd. is an innovative Swiss 
high-tech company headquartered in Allschwil 
(Basel). Rolic modifies surfaces on a nano scale 
with polarized light to achieve unique optical 

effects and to manage light. New industry standards were set for 
LCD TVs, forgery-proof security devices and efficient OLED lighting 
products. Highly skilled staff in the Swiss headquarter continually 
develop, refine and extend Rolic’s proprietary core technologies. 
The subsidiary Rolic Technologies B.V. (Eindhoven, Netherlands) 
engineers industrial solutions for the global customer basis. 
www.rolic.com

SID-CONSULT
SID-Consult GmbH works as an independent secu-
rity consultancy. Dipl.-Ing. Heinz B. Artmann has 
more than twenty years experience in security 
printing and smart card technologies and more 

than forty years experience in the graphic arts industry. The top 
business domains of SID-Consult are MRTDs i.e. passport and 
ePassports, Visa and eVisa, national ID and eID, residence permit, 
driver license, voting cards etc. The areas of their expertise are 
prepress, printing, finishing, personalization, implementation, in-
spection, stress tests and border control.
www.sid-consult.de
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UNITED ACCESS

UNITED E
a n y t i m e - a n y w h e r e

United Access is focused on secure, high-end 
smart card and RFID based solutions. We are 
acting as a security provider with a broad 
range of standard and integration compo-
nents. United Access is the support partner for 

the Infineon smart card operating system SICRYPT. United  
Access provides secure sub-systems to various markets like 
public transport, road toll, logical access, logistics, parking sys-
tems, brand protection, physical access control and others.
www.unitedaccess.com

WATCHDATA TECHNOLOGIES
Watchdata Technologies is a recognized 
pioneer in digital authentication and 
transaction security. Founded in Beijing in 

1994, its international headquarters are in Singapore. With 11 
regional offices the company serves customers in over 50 coun-
tries. Watchdata customers include mobile network operators, 
financial institutions, transport operators, governments and 
leading business enterprises. Watchdata solutions provide daily 
convenience and security to over 1 billion mobile subscribers, 
80 million e-banking customers and 50 million commuters.
www.watchdata.com

WCC
Founded in 1996, WCC Smart Search & 
Match specializes in the development of 
enterprise level search and match soft-

ware for identity matching. Its software platform ELISE delivers 
meaningful identity matches using multiple biometrics and/or 
biographic data from a wide range of sources at sub second re-
sponse times. ELISE is highly scalable and extremely robust, and 
is used by large health insurance companies and government 
agencies for immigration, border security and customs control. 
The company is headquartered in the Netherlands and has of-
fices in the USA and the Middle-East. 
www.wcc-group.com

WIBU-SYSTEMS
Wibu-Systems AG (WIBU®), a privately held 
company founded by Oliver Winzenried and 
Marcellus Buchheit in 1989, is an innovative 
security technology leader in the global soft-

ware licensing market. Wibu-Systems’ comprehensive and award 
winning solutions offer unique and internationally patented 
processes for protection, licensing and security of digital assets 
and know-how to software publishers and intelligent device 
manufacturers who distribute their applications through PC-, 
embedded-, mobile- and cloud-based models. 
www.wibu.com

X INFOTECH
X INFOTECH, a leading systems in-
tegrator and a developer of software 
suite Smarteo, delivers premium so-

lutions for issuing, managing and verification of electronic ID 
documents and smart cards. The company’s turnkey solutions 
are  fully independent and flexible, and in combination with  un-
rivalled team expertise, allow smart card and eID programs to be 
implemented easily, adapting to any environment by support-
ing any equipment and chip type. With successfully implement-
ed projects in 45 countries already, X INFOTECH is now a trust-
ed business partner and preferred solutions and services 
provider for hundreds of customers. 
www.x-infotech.com




